beauty, creativity, and safety operating in unison
Inspire great thought and conversation.

Inspire students to gather by the fire just as scholars from days past. Add value to an institutional space with an accomplished piece of design and engineering. Venting capabilities well beyond 500ft and multiple air intake location options provide you with flexibility.

With COOL-Pack or Power COOL-Pack you can provide visual warmth and excitement without concerns of hot glass temperatures, especially in spaces where children or the elderly may come into contact with the fireplace glass.

Clients
Canada’s National Ballet School
North Dakota State
Ohio State University
Oregon Health & Science University
Rotman School of Business
Stockton College
University of Alaska
University of Arizona
University of Baltimore
University of Oregon
University of Portland
University of San Francisco
University of Utah
University of Wisconsin
Washington State University

Aesthetics
Durability
Flexibility
Safety
Value

for more inspiration go to www.montigo.com
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